Eye Rock on Facebook

Did you find one of our rocks??? Yay!
If you would like to re-hide the rock for someone else to keep, go for it!

If you want to keep the gorgeously painted rock, please consider making a donation to the Eye
on Vision Foundation, a 501(c)3 non-profit. All donations are tax-deductible and you will be
supporting an amazing cause.

Make Your Tax Deductible Donation Now

If you would like to join in and help spread our artistic rocks around the world, please make sure
that your painted rocks have "Eye Rock on FB" painted on the back of each rock, so they can
be traced back to our cause.

Did you know that the Eye on Vision Foundation is the only non-profit in the world raising funds
for research for Visual Snow Syndrome? Visual snow syndrome is an untreatable neurological
disease that devastatingly affects a person's vision, hearing, thinking, and physical body. Many
of the symptoms a patient experiences are constant and do not come and go. Symptoms vary
from patient to patient, but all patients with visual snow syndrome see static (similar to bad TV
reception) everywhere they look.

EOVF has also been working for over a decade to find research possibilities to fund into
vitreous floaters research. Currently the only treatments available are surgical and not offered to
the majority of patients suffering from floaters. We are looking to change this and support safer
and more available treatment options.

EOVF also has future plans to donate funds to existing and ongoing research into ARMD.

Thank you so much for joining us on this mission to spread the word about Eye on Vision and to
help raise awareness for Visual Snow Syndrome, vitreous floaters and ARMD. Are you ready to
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start painting???

What you may need (these are just suggestions)

-

- acrylic paint
- brushes
- soapy water to wash rocks
- primer
- landscaping rocks (stones)
- sealer
- paint pen to write - "Eye Rock on FB" - on the back of each rock

Thank you so much for your support!
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